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ARCHITECTURA L 
LIGHTING 
THEATRICAL 
TECHNIQUES FOR 
ARCHITECTURAL 
APPLICATIONS 
An essential part of any stage or 
television production is the creative 
use of light to produce the required 
atmosphere and mood. This can be 
equally valuable in many other 
applications such as hotels, 
restaurants, churches, museums, 
conference centres, atria, offices and 
retail to name just a few. Not only can 
light create the right atmosphere, it 
can also create an image, a corporate 
statement or, simply a relaxed rather 
than formal environment. 

Strand Lighting's architectural 
luminaires, lighting controls and 
dimmers, are the key to realising these 
benefits. 

A The 'Restaurant Canopy' - Sheraton Park 
Tower Hotel. London, where Strand 
Architectural Dimmer; and Controls 
are used to regulate ltght levels. 

A A typical boardroom sewng where scenes can 
be set using Strand Architectural lumina,res aod 
dimming controls 
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ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING 

LIGHTING CONTROL & DIMMING 

Effective architectural lighting can be achieved by the use of 
several circuits each contributing different directional 
properties to the lit scene. Merely switching these circuits is 
inadequate. Instead, it is essential to balance the lighting 
contribution from each by adjusting their intensities to create 
"scenes" and thus match the conditions best suited for 
different tasks, events or functions. 
Balanced lighting requires a dimmer per circuit and a means 
of control. 

For the simplest scheme, Finesse is a dimmer with integral 
control. Finesse frts into a 2 gang back-box. and is designed 
to rep lace a conventional light switch without any additional 
wiring. Specifically for use with low voltage lighting it has 
features such as "soft-start", an automatic top set to extend 
lamp life, and assymetry protection to protect transfonmers 
against potential damage. An alternative version is available 
for conventional tungsten loads. 

The next stage is to remotely mount the dimmers and have 
local control stations. 
Manual control stations offer the most basic control with a 
fader per channel, linked with low voltage multicore cable to 
the dimmers which would be either Unidirn, Multidirn 
(manual) or Perrnus Racks. 
Preset versions of Multidirn enable four preset levels to be 
set up at the dimmer and recalled from pushbutton control 
stations or remotely ( up to 15 metres) using a hand held 
infra-red controller. Other options are 'Take Control'. 'Up, 
Stop.Down' and Photocell control. 

More about the dimmers. 
Unidirn is a penmanently wired, 
self contained "hard-fired" 
dimmer for manual control of 
tungsten , low voltage or 
fluorescent lighting loads. 
Multidirn is a modular system 
of plug-in dimmers with a 
choice of manual or preset 
control, with separate versions 
for tungsten/low voltage and 
fluorescent loads. A range of 
installation accessories are also 
available for multiple Multidirn 
installations. 

ARCHITECTURAL LUMINAIRES 

Architectural luminaires fonm an integral part of the interior 
environme nt, so Strand Lighting have introduced products 
employing modem, efficient light sources which reflect the 
high quality design standards such spaces demand. 
Strand Spotlights provide directional accent lighting by 
exploiting the beam properties of the compact dichroic lcmp. 
Available in various styles to suit the surroundings, they are 
semi-perforated to capture the visual sparkle from the 
faceted lamp. Strand Stalk Spots feature the minimal 
luminaire concept of revealing the lamp: with optional shades 
the dramatic sparkle of the lamp is emp hasised. 
Mini Punchlite includes a filter holder for directional colour 
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For large schemes requiring 
many circuits, Perrnus Racks 
provide the most economical 
solution and can be supplied in 
a variety of configurations 
which include fluorescent 
dimmers, additional electronics 
to allow preset control stations 
to be used, and de-multiplex 
versions for interface to the 

--mftt Preset control 
station 

Mains supply 

Prerniere control system. 

Microd imrner is a microprocessor-based dimmer with in built 
memory which allows the operator to create and record the 
lighting scenes remotely. The control stations can combine 
both faders, for balancing the contribution from up to six 
dimmers, and pushbuttons for recalling the four presets in 
addition to full and off. ie a total of six scenes. Microd irnrner 
can be used stand alone as local pushbutton controls are 
duplicated on the front of the dimmer. 

Moodrnaster is a sophisticated control station that again 
combines faders and pushbuttons but expands scenesetting 
to eight presets with a maximum of twelve manual dimmers 
such as Unidirn or Multidirn (manual). 

For more extensive applications, the Prern iere lighting control 
system used with Permus or other manual dimmers (in 
conjunction wrth a demult iplex unit) is a building wide system 
that allows maximum flexibility but simplicity of use. 

A wide variety of control stations are available from a simple 
single pushbutton to a sophisticated command station with 
alpha numeric display, the control functions of each button 
being user definable. The system can have up to 64 control 
stations controlling up to 128 channels with 128 presets per 
channel. Disk storage, PC interface, and astronomical time 
clock are just some of the additional features which make this 
the most flexible control system available. 

FAX: 081-568 2103 TELEX: 27976 

Preset select 
outstation 

A Schematic Example of a Ughting Control & Dimming System -
please note rhat this ,s based on 1v11crod1mmer and can be treated 
as representative of a basic approach ro dimming and control 

effects whilst the Minispot series of miniature theatrical 
luminaires includes an open spot. a barn-door option, and a 
variable beam profile which introduces the greatest flexibility 
for creative lighting with pattern projection, framing and ability 
to utilise co lour. 
Strand Downlights complete the low voltage halogen range. 
The optically precise Darklight provides a tightly controlled 
beam, free of direct source glare to create mood or dramatic 
effect. where glare or reflections can be distracting. 
A selection of adjustable and eyeball downlights penmit the 
beam direction to be changed for wall washing or highlighting 
applications. 

Mains voltage luminaires include Hilite, which combines the 
advantages of a long-life discharge lamp with the optical 
perfonmance of a theatre luminaire, and the Miniflood which 
uses a 150 watt linear lamp, ideal for illuminating ceilings and 
atria. 
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